Proximity of languages is defined as an application of a special function distance between sets of points. It is discussed the languages of the German group in the text "Universal Declaration of the human Rights", translated from the English original, only as an example.
Introduction
This paper is a continuation of our paper [1] , where we defined the proximity of the languages of the German group on the base of a text, translated from English to the others languages, using a special function distance between sets of points under some conditions, defined firstly in [2] . In this paper we will apply the same 
We will apply the computer system Mathematica, in which the formula for Rex looks like:
Re , 
where <…> contains the list of coordinates of the n points of the set with this point of Fermat (Point of Fermat for given set of points is such a point, which sum of distances to all points of the set is minimal).
The object of our research here is the same text "Universal Declaration of the human Rights", proclaimed by the United Nations General Assembly in Paris on 10 December 1948 and translated at present in 437 translations and can be seen in Internet [3] on Official UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights Home Page.
In [3] we studied the translated texts on this Home Page in Slavic languages. Now we continue the study the corresponding translations in Germanic languages of the two groups: West German Languages with the following 9 representatives (in alphabetical order): Afrikaans, Deutsch (German), English, Frysk (Frisian), Nedelands (Dutch), Niederdeutsche, Pijin, Scots, Yiddish, and North German Languages with 6 translations in Dansk (Danish) , Islenska (Icelandic), Føroyskt (Faroese), Norsk (Norwegian) in two forms: Bokmål and Nynorsk, and Svenska (Swedish).
Statistics of the Letters in Different Translations of "Universal Declaration of the Human Rights" and the Distances between Languages

West German Languages
The text in Deutsch "Allgemeine Erklärung der Menschenrechte" contains 29 letters (including ß) with total absolute frequency 10 025, distributed in increasing range as it follows in numbers and figures: {1-x-1, 2-y-2, 3 -ß -31, 4-ö -34, 5-j-36, 6-p-40, 7-ü -52, 8-ä-56, 9-v-84, 10-w-109, 11-z-117, 12-k-126, 13-b-130, 14-m-163, 15-o-173, 16-f-212, 17-c-323, 18-g-378, 19-l-413, 20-u-461, 21-s-492, 22-h-504, 23-a-530, 24-d-574, 25-t-606, 26-i-765, 27-r-790, 28-n-1069, 29-e-1754} The letter x has the smallest frequency 1, the letter e-the greatest frequency of 1754. Arranged in decreasing order (ranked), the same data forms the following sequence: De{1754,1069 Applying the Formulas (2) and (3), we get Point of Fermat {FDex→15., FDey→173.}} and divisor pDe→378.83.
By similar way we get:
In English text "Universal Declaration of the human Rights": En{1077,803,714,706,705,699,609,465,446,398,324,292,224,196,189,166,165,152,109,99,75,18,16,15,7,4} FEnx→14.9011, FEny→210.188; pEn→325.326. In Frysk (Frisian) text "Universele ferklearring fan de rjochten fan de minske": Fry{1461,1105 ,10,5,2,2,1,1} with Ffryx→18., Ffryy→154; pfry→327.098. Afr{1694,776,753,607,568,491,446,442,414,378,373,301,246,181,143,135,113,112,98,77,72,6 ,2} with FAfrx →12., FAfry→301; pAfr→351.508.
In Afrikaans text "UNIVERSELE VERKLARING VAN MENSEREGTE":
In Nedelands (Dutch) text "UNIVERSELE VERKLARING VAN DE RECHTEN VAN DE MENS": Ne{2144,1187 pNe→417.932. In Niederdeutsche (Low German) text "Allgemeen Verklaren vun de Minschenrechten": UD{1652,1243 pUD→383.368 In Pijin text "Universol Declarason lo Hiuman Raits": Pi{961,878,709,673,513,495,486,447,394,351,314,184,166,154,153,149,134,123,122,93,67,15,3,1} with FPix→14.2154, FPiy→174.743; pPi→295.649. In Scots text "Universal Declaration o Human Richts Inning": Sc{1002,801,779,777,689,549,533,467,429,364,319,304,196,191,136,134,128,127,111,105,56,41,15,11,6} wit FScx→13., FScy→196; pSc→318.109. In Yiddish text "Universal deklaratsie fun mentshnrekht hagdome": Yi{895,821,658,621,546,520,465,398,387,362,338,224,222,210,196,184,166,163,161,155,132,119,116,116,1 14,72,56,52,26,25,15,12,12,1} with FYix→18.2901, FYiy→163.804; pYi→249.707 Now we are ready to apply Formula (1) for Deutsch and Frysk (for instance), where X-coordinate means the place (the rank) in the sequence of frequencies; Y-coordinate is the value of the frequency: [4] we get the distance between: 
Other Point of View about the Distance between Languages of the German Group
In this paper we introduce the term imaginary or virtual languages in such a way: Virtual west germen language, briefly VWGL has the sequence of absolute frequencies of letters as mean values of corresponding frequencies of the West germen languages shown above. This sequence is: 
